
Highlights

The IASB and FASB held a joint Board meeting on 23 June 2010
where they discussed:

•    how to define the cash flows to be included in the building
block approach;

•    the treatment of acquisition costs under the model;

•    how to better define the principle of unbundling;

•    presentation of the performance statement; and

•    interest accretion on residual and composite margins.

The IASB is aiming to publish an exposure draft towards the
end of July. The FASB has not yet decided whether they will issue
an exposure draft or a discussion paper incorporating the IASB
exposure draft explaining the differences of views, pending
further consideration of matters discussed at the June 23 meeting
and their anticipated discussions with analysts over the next
several weeks. 

On the issue of cash flows, the Boards decided that the wording
describing the cash inflows and outflows to be included in the
building block approach should be revised to encompass the
notion that it would include all cash flows that arise as the insurer
fulfils the contract rather than the narrower objective of including
those cash flows needed to fulfil the contract. The revised definition
would encompass additional costs not originally contemplated
by some FASB members, such as sales commissions and
participating benefits expected to be paid to policyholders under
participating policies. This decision results in a fundamental change
in the FASB's view regarding two important issues for which
the FASB and the IASB had differing views – the treatment of
acquisition costs (original FASB view of expense with no offset) and
the accounting for participating contracts (original FASB view not
to include future participation payments to policyholders until they
become enforceable obligations). The Boards also agreed that in
general, the categories of costs included in the liability
measurement (other than acquisition cost categories which were
discussed separately) would include incremental costs, other direct
costs, and allocations of costs that relate directly to the contract or
contract activities, but would exclude general overhead and other
indirect costs.

Consistent with the revised broader definition of cash flows to be
included in the building block approach, the Boards agreed that
both initial and recurring acquisition costs would be considered
cash outflows in the building block approach. However, the Boards
decided to limit the category of acquisition costs to be included in
the model to incremental costs at the contract level (a narrower
scope than other cash outflows which will be incremental at the
portfolio level). Any other acquisition costs would be expensed as
incurred. The Boards discussed whether the offset to initial
incremental acquisition costs would be presented as a separate
revenue line or an offset in the same expense caption as the
acquisition costs incurred, and, by later voting for the summarised
margin approach in the performance statement, seem to have
implicitly decided on the offset within expenses.

On the issue of unbundling, when presented with examples from
the staff, the Boards continued to agree on the types of contract
components (account balances and embedded derivatives) that
would require unbundling, but continued to struggle with a clearly
defined objective/principle that captured their views. The staff will
draft a revised principle suggested by a FASB Board member to
potentially replace the “significantly interdependent” notion
rejected as imprecise by many Board members. 

On the presentation of the performance statement, the majority
of both Boards agreed that the summarised margin presentation
was most consistent with the liability measurement model and thus
was their preferred model, supplemented by additional information
presented along with the statement of performance (or alternatively
in a note) that would disclose a reconciliation of changes in the
liability as well as the volume of business written. All noted that
input from analysts and other users during the comment period
would be important.

The Boards remain divided on whether the residual/composite
margins should be accreted with interest, and whether, if accreted,
the interest rate should be locked in at inception or updated each
period. A question on this will be included in the exposure draft.
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Measurement objective and components
of cash flows

At the June 16 meeting, it was noted that the IASB and the staff
had been working on the basis that the building block approach
should include the expected present value of all future cash inflows
and outflows that will arise as the insurer fulfils the insurance
contract. In contrast, at least some FASB members had taken a
narrower view of cash flows as those needed to fulfil the contract.
This led to differences in views as to whether cash flows such as
recurring acquisition costs and certain cash flows arising from
participating contracts would be included or excluded from the
measurement of the insurance contract liability. 

At the June 23 meeting, after much discussion, the Boards
ultimately settled on the broader concept of cash flows, and left the
staff to draft wording that would encompass this notion. Under the
broader view of costs, incremental acquisition costs would be
included as cash flows arising from the contract. The staff had
initially proposed wording to capture this broader view by referring
to “cash inflows and outflows that arise as the insurer fulfils the
contract,” but at least one FASB Board member objected to
inclusion of the word “fulfil” in this broader definition of cash flows.
His reason was that he did not believe that an acquisition cost is a
cost incurred in fulfilling the obligation to a policyholder, but instead
is a cost incurred as a result of entering into the contract. The staff
suggested that perhaps the reference to “fulfilment” could be
removed from the objective to address the FASB Board member's
concern but be retained (to distinguish the objective from a transfer
notion) in the detailed description of how one would come up with
the cash flows.

In discussing the types of costs that should be included as cash
outflows, both Boards agreed that these would include costs such
as claims and benefit payments, claim handling costs, policy
administration and maintenance costs, initial and recurring
commissions (but limited to incremental costs as discussed in the
next section), surrender benefits, participating benefits, and certain
directly allocable costs (e.g., rent expense for the fourth floor of the
building occupied by claims adjusters). General overhead (e.g., the
president's salary, corporate level IT costs) would be excluded from
contract cash flows. The Board struggled with how to define this
broader view of cash flows. An IASB staff suggested that it would
include costs that are “incremental or direct costs at the individual
contract level” (and yet acknowledged that it would also include
some allocated costs such as allocated salaries and rent), and a
FASB Board member suggested alternative wording that the IASB
staff thought were equivalent to his words: “incremental future
cash flows arising from the contract measured at the portfolio
level.” In the end, the staff agreed to draft some wording to capture
broader view of costs noted above, using existing inventory costing
guidance and guidance in the revenue recognition project.

The Boards also discussed the IASB staff paper's inclusion of
recoveries from salvage and subrogation as part of contract cash
inflows in the model. While at first some Board members seemed

to view them as non-contract related costs, after explanation from
the staff, the Boards appeared to support their inclusion in the
building block approach. It was noted that once the insurer actually
obtains such rights upon paying claims, those rights would
technically qualify for recognition as separate assets. 

At the end of the discussion, the staff asked the FASB members to
confirm whether, as a result of the broader definition of the
components of cash inflows and outflows in the building block
approach, the FASB had changed its views with regard to
participating contracts. The FASB affirmed that they were now in
agreement with the IASB view that cash flows would include
expected payments to be made under participating contracts. 

Acquisition costs

Having decided in the previous issue that certain acquisition costs,
including both initial and recurring commissions, would be included
as cash flows under the building block model, the Boards then
discussed whether other types of acquisition costs might be
included. A FASB Board member asked whether acquisition costs
such as the portion of internal sales department salaries relating
to successfully negotiated contracts, or a portion of salaries and
rent relating to employees fielding calls resulting from internet
advertising, would be included in contract cash flows. However,
the Boards decided to limit acquisition costs included in the
building block measurement to those costs that are incremental at
the contract level, i.e., those acquisition costs that would not have
been incurred absent the particular contract sale. 

The Boards recognised that this conclusion was inconsistent with
their view to include “incremental future cash flows arising from
the contract measured at the portfolio level” for other cost
estimates in the model (which as described earlier would include
other non-incremental direct costs and certain allocated costs).
A FASB member also pointed out the “business model problem”
inherent in this approach (as those with internal sales forces or
only internet sales would be forced to recognise costs as incurred
rather than having them absorbed as a reduction of the residual or
composite margin). Nevertheless, the staff and several Board
members pointed out that including only incremental acquisition
costs at the contract level is consistent with the IASB existing
position, that incremental costs are easy to identify, and that
including any more costs could result in “piling on all sorts of
costs” into the model. Including only incremental acquisition costs
at the contract level is also consistent with IAS 39 financial
instruments transaction cost guidance.

The Boards discussed whether the offset to initial incremental
acquisition costs would be presented as a separate revenue line or
an offset in the same expense caption as the acquisition costs
incurred, and, by later voting for the summarised margin approach
in the performance statement, seem to have implicitly decided on
the offset within expenses.



Unbundling

The staff paper proposed that the Boards keep the previously
described principle for unbundling: “A component of an insurance
contract should be unbundled if it functions independently from
other components of that contract. A component functions
independently if it is not significantly interdependent with other
components of that contract.”

However, some Board members expressed their continued
dissatisfaction with this proposed principle, specifically citing the
lack of a clear definition for “significantly interdependent.” Despite
the lack of a clearly defined principle, the Boards continued to
agree on the types of contract components (account balances and
embedded derivatives) that would potentially require unbundling
and the examples presented in the staff paper. 

Several Board members preferred the alternative principle stated in
the staff paper under which “a component of an insurance contract
would be unbundled in instances where the cash flows of that
component introduce or can introduce variability in the overall cash
flows of the insurance contract for risks that are not considered
part of the provision of insurance protection.” They believe that this
definition would result in the unbundling of more embedded
derivatives than the staff's proposed independence principle. 

A FASB Board member suggested that the principle be reworded,
using excerpts from the staff paper, saying something like “if the
policyholder could redeem or withdraw his/her investment without
the occurrence of an insurable event, or if the amount varies
primarily based on a financial variable, you must unbundle.”
The staff was asked to draft a revised principle, using language
similar to that presented by the FASB Board member, to potentially
replace the “not significantly interdependent” notion rejected by
many Board members. It was agreed that this revised wording
would be circulated amongst Board members and, if agreed upon,
included in the exposure draft (or potentially the discussion paper
for FASB). If agreement cannot be reached then the exposure draft
will include the interdependence criteria with reference to the
debate in the Basis of Conclusions.

Presentation of the Performance Statement

The staff reiterated that the building block measurement model is
primarily a liability measurement approach rather than a revenue
recognition approach, and that the change in the liability drives the
profit or loss for the period. In addition, the staff noted that the
different alternatives for presentation result in the same bottom line
profit or loss.

The staff paper provided examples of the four potential
presentation approaches for insurance contracts that had been
discussed at previous meetings:

•    written premium approach: reports cash receipts and cash
payments, with an item that reconciles those cash flows with
the value change from the liability measurement;

•    traditional non-life model: an allocated premium approach,
consistent with revenue recognition model that records claims
and expenses as incurred plus a change in the insurance
liability as the “plug” to reconcile to bottom line profit;

•    summarised margin approach: treats all premiums as deposits
and all claims and benefits as repayments; margin release
recorded in top line; and

•    expanded margin approach: reports as revenue an amount
derived by adding the margin released during the period plus
some or all claims and benefits and other expenses.

Although the Boards had expressed a preference for the expanded
margin approach, all four approaches were brought back to the
Boards for discussion at the June 23 meeting. A majority of both
Boards now favour the summarised margin approach,
supplemented by additional information presented along with the
statement of performance (or alternatively in a note) that would
disclose a reconciliation of changes in the liability as well as the
volume of business written. It was noted that this presentation was
most consistent with the liability measurement model. A drawback
of the summarised margin approach is its inability to capture the
“flows” and volume of business written that users find helpful,
particularly for non-life business where loss ratios and similar
metrics are often calculated, resulting in the Boards' decision to
include the supplemental information providing that information.

The expanded margin approaches and allocated premium
approaches were seen as ways to capture the gross cash flows,
but with recognised shortcomings, including the fact that the top
line revenue amount is “somewhat arbitrary” in the expanded
margin approach, and the “change in liability” line is a “plug” and
hard to reconcile in the allocated premium approach. Those
favouring either of these two approaches noted that the
presentation was more in line with traditional revenue presentations
of other businesses. In contrast, the summarised margin
presentation would be difficult to integrate with other presentation
formats that show revenue, such as the presentation for the
simplified measurement and for fund management activities.
Although the staff commented that they saw merit in the written
premium approach given its gross presentation, no Board
members seemed to support this approach. All recognised that
input from users would be key during the comment letter period.

Interest accretion on residual/composite margin

The Boards briefly discussed whether the residual/composite
margins should be accreted with interest, and whether, if accreted,
the interest rate should be locked in at inception or updated
each period. 

At a previous meeting, at majority of the IASB had voted in support
of accreting interest on the residual or composite margin, with the
rationale being that the amount results from the deduction of two
present value amounts, and that accreting interest would be
consistent with the accretion of interest on the rest of the insurance



contract liability. A majority of the FASB had taken the opposing
view, noting that either margin is merely a “plug” and is not
remeasured and thus should not bear interest. 

At the June 23 meeting the Boards took another vote on this
issue and each Board was split, such that the exposure draft will
present both views. A FASB member noted that this was not a
central issue, and a somewhat arbitrary allocation issue, and could
be persuaded either way. The Boards also heard arguments from
the staff about whether, if the margin were accreted, the interest
rate should be locked in at inception or updated each period.
The Boards saw the merits of each approach and were divided on
this issue as well. A question on this will be included in the
exposure draft. 
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